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Mercedes-Benz Classic Online Parts Search

Mercedes-Benz Classic continually produces parts for classic vehicle series, in order to ensure the long-term

availability of a full range of such parts. As a result, some 50,000 genuine parts are always available. To render

the availability of these genuine parts transparent to everyone, the Classic Online Parts Search has been

established as a swift and simple means of presenting the availability of parts with their valid prices in Germany,

promotion parts and newly produced parts in a clearly arranged manner. Once the user has found the part they

are looking for, it can be ordered from any authorised Mercedes-Benz service partner, as the Group‘s own sales

and logistics network guarantees the swift supply of a comprehensive scope of parts worldwide. Take a look for

yourself: www.mercedes-benz.com/classic-parts

Mercedes-Benz Classic

Online Parts Search

The part of the month is only one part of many, which are permanently reproduced by Mercedes-Benz

Classic, as the all-encompassing and long-term supply of parts for all classics has top priority for us.

Our corporate sales and logistics network guarantees the supply with our genuine Classic parts for

your car anywhere in the world and thus they can be ordered from any authorized Mercedes-Benz

dealer. Information about availability and prices can be found on our online parts search

www.mercedes-benz.com/classic-parts which is updated regularly. There you can also make

selections as for reproduced or promotion parts.

The Australian Grand Prix on 25 March 2018 kicked off Mercedes-Benzʼs year of “Record addicts and

driving champions”. As world champion Lewis Hamilton and his teammate Valtteri Bottas compete in

the Formula 1 cars of Mercedes-AMG Petronas Motorsport, 2018 also provides an opportunity for us

to look back on numerous motorsport anniversaries for the Stuttgart-based brand.

Further information: http://mb4.me/I7M8kWic

The Wecke family from Stuttgart-Birkach today purchased the nine millionth admission ticket to the

Mercedes-Benz Museum. The jubilee visit was not the only surprise this Sunday. On 8 April 2018, the

“Gospel in the East” choir from Stuttgart unexpectedly serenaded all visitors of the museum: The

strong voices of more than 300 singers rang out in the museum in a “flash mob” performance.

Further information: http://mb4.me/Pwy0cnwC

In April 1958 the then Daimler-Benz AG acquired a majority in Auto Union GmbH. All the remaining

shares followed on 31 December 1959. By 1960, Auto Union was therefore a wholly-owned subsidiary

of Daimler-Benz. Important moves for the future were made in the period up to 1 January 1965, when

Volkswagen acquired a majority in Auto Union from Daimler-Benz: From 1961, the major Mercedes-

Benz plant in Düsseldorf was constructed on a site previously operated by Auto Union. Mercedes-Benz

also made important contributions to the development of the Audi models of the 1960s.

Further information: http://mb4.me/LwinKShj

Part of the month April: Main shaft for manual transmission/ A180 262 01 05
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Panel discussion on Mobility of the Future

On 27 April 2018 the Mercedes-Benz Museum will host the Deutsche Telekom museum talk on

Mobility of the Future. Well-known personalities from the fields of politics, business and research will

be discussing this topic from 5.30 pm. Anyone interested can register for this public and free evening

event at classic@daimler.com.

Further information: http://mb4.me/gKFVDEPu
Deutsche Telekom 

museum talk

Key body parts for the Mercedes-Benz 300 SL “Gullwing” (W 198) are again available in factory

quality. They can be ordered by their part number from any Mercedes-Benz sales partner. The

production process combines state-of-the-art technology with traditional craftsmanship. It guarantees

a high accuracy of fit of the metal parts while minimising the need for subsequent work on the

vehicle. Mercedes-Benz Classic developed the process in cooperation with a certified supplier.

Further information: http://mb4.me/IhHxsm3W

The part of the month is only one part of many, which are permanently reproduced by Mercedes-Benz

Classic, as the all-encompassing and long-term supply of parts for all classics has top priority for us.

Our corporate sales and logistics network guarantees the supply with our genuine Classic parts for

your car anywhere in the world and thus they can be ordered from any authorized Mercedes-Benz

dealer. Information about availability and prices can be found on our online parts search

www.mercedes-benz.com/classic-parts which is updated regularly. There you can also make

selections as for reproduced or promotion parts.

It is one of the most fascinating events on four wheels: as an automotive sponsor of the race,

Mercedes-Benz will once more field a large contingent of vehicles and famous drivers at the “1000

Miglia” 2018. This year, the “1000 Miglia” will take place from 16 to 19 May 2018. The close ties

between the thousand-mile race in Italy held since 1927 and the brand bearing the three-pointed star

go back almost 90 years.

Further information: http://mb4.me/E7CkilnB

On 20 May 2018, Pentecost Sunday, the Mercedes-Benz Museum is celebrating its 12th birthday with

free admission, free guided tours, hands-on activities for children and much more. Children get the

opportunity to become graffiti artists for a day when they spray paint a smart on the open-air stage.

Motorsport fans can qualify for the international “Mercedes-AMG Motorsport eRacing Competition” by

driving in a virtual race.

Further information: http://mb4.me/397FbwT1

Mercedes-Benz Classic orders the painstaking reproduction of metal body parts for 300 SL “Gullwing”

Part of the month May: Tailpipe trim for 300 SL roadster (W198) / A198 490 00 27
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Mercedes-Benz Museum catches virtual racing fever

Until 24 June 2018, there is still an opportunity to qualify for the international “Mercedes-AMG

Motorsport eRacing Competition” at the Mercedes-Benz Museum. The seven fastest drivers will be

invited to the final of the “Museum Special” on 8 July 2018. The winner will race against the top

drivers of the eRacing Competition at the Hockenheimring Racetrack in October. More information at

www.mercedes-benz.com/de/mercedes-amg-dtm/eracing/eracing-museum.

Further information: http://mb4.me/hySfXudA

Mercedes-AMG 

Motorsport eRacing

Competition

The part of the month is only one part of many, which are permanently reproduced by Mercedes-Benz

Classic, as the all-encompassing and long-term supply of parts for all classics has top priority for us.

Our corporate sales and logistics network guarantees the supply with our genuine Classic parts for

your car anywhere in the world and thus they can be ordered from any authorized Mercedes-Benz

dealer. Information about availability and prices can be found on our online parts search

www.mercedes-benz.com/classic-parts which is updated regularly. There you can also make

selections as for reproduced or promotion parts.

The Mercedes-Benz Classic Center is celebrating an anniversary: it opened its doors in Fellbach

25 years ago, in May 1993. Since then it has set standards as an unrivalled centre of competence for

the utmost originality and authenticity relating to the brand’s classic vehicles. Its services include

works restorations, the supply of original replacement parts, the care of vehicle collections and

support for the ClassicPartners.

Further information: http://mb4.me/Nc2NdJGf

The Mercedes-Benz Museum has an extensive summer programme to offer from 14 June to

9 September 2018. It starts with live transmission of FIFA World Cup matches and the opening of the

culinary ALL TIME STARS Summer Lounge on the Museum mound from 14 June. Sunday 17 June

sees the start of the unbranded Sunday “Cars & Coffee” classic car meetings, and for the first time the

Museum mound is available for stylish picnics on that day. Other highlights include the Mercedes-

Benz Concert Summer (5 to 8 July) and the Open-Air Cinema (16 August to 2 September).

Further information: http://mb4.me/pTmphwrS

Mercedes-Benz will be represented at the Silvretta Classic Rally Montafon 2018 from 5 to 7 July 2018

by no fewer than four SL sports cars. The line-up will be completed by four further classic cars with

the star on their bonnet. Particular attention will no doubt be paid to a red 300 SL “Gullwing” (W 198):

Magnus Walker will be at the wheel, “Urban Outlaw”, fashion designer, sports car collector and

author. Walker will celebrate his 51st birthday during the rally on dream Alpine roads in Austria,

Switzerland and Liechtenstein.

Further information: http://mb4.me/cBsIjMEs

Part of the month June: Glove box lamp for model series W100, W111, W113 / A113 820 00 52

Classic vehicle expertise has a name

World Cup fever on the Museum mound

“Urban Outlaw” Magnus Walker in 300 SL “Gullwing”
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Fun, games and excitement at Mercedes-Benz Museum

As the closing event of this year's Mercedes-Benz Summer of Concerts Mercedes-Benz Museum is

putting on numerous, free attractions and offering free admission to the permanent exhibition as part

of the big children's and family day on Sunday, 8 July 2018. Highlights include artistic cycling shows,

a walking piano, improvisation theatre and magic shows. Also attending: Swabian cult cartoon

characters "Äffle und Pferdle" and "Fritzle", the mascot of VfB Stuttgart. The cross-brand Cars &

Coffee classic car meeting will also be taking place in parallel, featuring interview guest Ellen Lohr.

Further information: http://mb4.me/X3Q1xK8q

Arrive in style with a 

classic 0 3500 bus

The part of the month is only one part of many, which are permanently reproduced by Mercedes-Benz

Classic, as the all-encompassing and long-term supply of parts for all classics has top priority for us.

Our corporate sales and logistics network guarantees the supply with our genuine Classic parts for

your car anywhere in the world and thus they can be ordered from any authorized Mercedes-Benz

dealer. Information about availability and prices can be found on our online parts search

www.mercedes-benz.com/classic-parts which is updated regularly. There you can also make

selections as for reproduced or promotion parts.

From 16 August 2018, the open-air stage at the Mercedes-Benz Museum will again be transformed

into a cinema: between then and 2 September, the Open-Air Cinema will host a total of 16 screenings

of various genres and formats. Tickets, each costing nine euros, go on sale on 10 July 2018 both

online at www.mercedes-benz.com/open-air-kino and at the museum box office. All screenings will

start at around 9 pm.

Further information: http://mb4.me/kEfczWaM

On four Saturdays in July and August, three of them in the open air, the Mercedes-Benz Museum is

organising dance parties with Latin American rhythms. The first event will take place on 14 July. The

other dates are 21 July, 28 July and 4 August. From 7.00 p.m. onwards there will be free Salsa lessons

for beginners. The dance parties begin at 8.00 p.m., with live DJs and salsa, bachata, merengue and

reggae. Owing to the World Cup transmission on the open-air stage, the first salsa evening will be

held in the Great Hall. The event will also be held in the Museum if the weather is poor. Prior

registration is not necessary. Further information: http://mb4.me/rWfTSyQ7

From 12 to 15 July 2018, the Goodwood Festival of Speed will celebrate its 25th anniversary. At the

Silver Jubilee event, Mercedes-Benz Classic will present some outstanding vehicles from the

company’s own collection. Goodwood will see the world debut of the chassis, restored by Mercedes-

Benz Classic, of the record-breaking Mercedes-Benz T 80 from 1939. There will also be a chance to

experience the legendary Silver Arrows of the 1930s and 1950s. This year’s brand ambassadors:

Klaus Ludwig, Jochen Mass and Bernd Schneider.

Further information: http://mb4.me/fa2V3CPD

Part of the month July: Brake drum for type 300 SL (W198) / A198 420 07 05
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Silver Arrows celebrate the Silver Jubilee
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“Super Sport” sensation in the scorching July of 1928

The official race début of the Mercedes-Benz SS (Super Sport) ended with a dramatic triple victory.

Rudolf Caracciola and Christian Werner won the third German Grand Prix on 15 July 1928 at the

Nürburgring, beating Otto Merz and the team Christian Werner and Willy Walb. The Type SS, a

development of the Type S, was successful particularly as a private super sports car at that time.

Further information: http://mb4.me/ogajJ1FY
German Grand Prix 1928 

at the Nürburgring
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